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CHANGES TN CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY DURING

ONE I^IEEK OF BINOCUIAR DEPRWATION

by

Dan lüay Harper

ABSTRACT

A series of studÍes conducted at the University of ManiËoba has

demonstrated that a prolonged period of monocular deprivaLion of up to 14

days duration produces an unusual temporal pattern of visual performance

in the nonoccluded eye, viz., âfl initial decrease Ín the critical flicker

frequency (CFF) followed by an increase of a negatively accelerating nature.

Furthermore, this rrdepressíon-enhancementrr or D-E phenomenon was only

obtained when the one eye was in darkness but noË when it l{as exposed to

diffuse homogeneous illumination (Ganzfeld). The purpose of this thesis

\^7as to tesË a Lheoretícal prediction that the D-E phenomenon probably would

not occur during a condition of binocular deprivation.

Three groups of male university students, each contaÍning 12 sub-

jects, r¡rere required to live in a windowless room for a duration of one

week. One group of subjects served as confinement controls rvhile the other

ËT,/o vrere exposed, binocularly, either to constant darkness or diffuse

homogeneous illumination (Ganzfeld). Measurements of the CFF 'ü/ere taken

before and then after 3,6, 9, 15,24, 48,72, I2O, and 168 hours of

confinemenË. An analysis of variance revealed no significant differences

in the CFF of the three groups of subjects at any ËesË períod, Ëhus pro-

viding experimental support'for the Lheoretical prediction"



The results of thís experiment, together wÍth those obtained from

the earlier monocular deprivation studies, \¡rere related to the denerva-

tion supersensitivity phenomena which are knor,rn to occur after partÍal

surgical deafferentation of the lower prímary sensory system.



CHAPTER ]

THE PROBI,EM AND ]NTRODUCTTON

Statement of the Problem

One important topÍc in the area of sensaËion and perception about

which very little is known is the nature of visual performance during pro-

longed periods of monocular deprivaËion. In an attemPt Ëo throw some

light on this problem, a serÍes of studies has been conducted aË Ehe

University of Manitoba in which the critical flicker frequency (CFF), a

measure of Ëemporal visual acuity, Ì¡ras deËermined in adult subjects at

periodic intervals during 1 to 14 days of monocular deprívation. The

results of these studies indicated no significant changes in the CFF of

the visually deprived eye at arry test duration. However, the temporal

performance of the nonoccluded eye \,las characterízed by an initial

decrease in the CEF (í.e., poorer acuity) at 3 and 6 hours, a reversal to

the pre-experimental baseline at t hours, and then a negatively accelerat-

ing increase in the CFF as a function of deprivaËion duration. Further-

more, this rtdepression-enhancementrt or D-E phenomenon \¡ras only obtained

if a black rather Ëhan a translucent eye patch was employed, a finding

whÍch indicates that it was produced by an absence of visual stimulaËion

per se and not by an absence of pattern vision.

As an explanation of this unusual monocular phenonenon, iË has been

suggesËed that it might be placed in the same general category as some of

the denervatÍon supersensitivity effects which are known to occur in the

higher neural centers afËer partial surgical deafferentation of the lower
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primary sensory sysËems" (These denervation effects, iË is importanË to

note, are frequently preceded by a period of decreased sensitivity.) If

one accepts this hypothesis, then it would follow that the D-E phenomerìon

should not occur during a condition of total visual deprivation. This

predicËion will be Lested in a study in which the CFF will be determined

aË periodic intervals during one week of binocular deprÍvation.

Introduct íon

One important topic which has long intrígued both scientists and

the general public is the behavioral and physiological status of an

individual who is requÍred to live in an envÍ.ronment in which the 1evel

and variability of vísual, auditory, and tactual-kinesthetic stinmlation

is reduced. trrrhat happens Lo him during this condition when his brain is

exposed to a mininnrm of sensory stimulation? The laboratory attempts to

achieve such a condition, and also appraise its effects, are cormonly

referred to by such terns as sensory isolation, sensory deprivation, and

perceptual deprívaËion.

Although interest in sensory deprivation and isolaËion has had a

long history e.g., boËh as a punitíve and a therapeutíc device over the

centuries, Ëhe fírst experÍmental study of its possible effects only began

in 1951--at McGill UniversiLy (Bexton, Heron, & Scott, L954). The resulËs

were quiËe startling and unexpected. The subjects, who were placed in an

isolation chamber for several days under a condition in which their hear-

ing, vision, and motor activity vras r:estricted, showed a variety of unusual

phenomena e.g., complex and vivid hallucinations, delusions, increased

susceptibilÍty Ëo persuasion, impaired cogniËive and perceptual performance,
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and a slowing of the occipital alpha \^raves. These dramatic results,

Ëogether with several post-tr{orld trrlar II developments, such as Ëhe arrival

of the space age in October 1957 and research on the reticular actÍvating

system (an rrarousalrr system r^¡hose action is dependent upon varíab1e

sensory stirnrlation), generated world-wide interesË in the effects of

sensory isolation resulËing, at presenË, in several books and approxim-

aËely 1,000 articles (see Zubek, L969 for review). Although mosË of Ëhis

research has been conducted in NorLh America, studies similar to those at

lvicGill have also been done Ín Japan, England, Ëhe Netherlands, Germany,

Italy and Czechoslovakia.

A survey of this voluminous literature of the past 20 years indic-

aËes that research on sensory deprivation has passed through four stages

of development. The first stage was characterízed by numerous and largely

exploratory studies r¿hose purpose \,ras to determine the breadËh of the

sensory deprivation effects. In these sËudies a wide range of affective,

cogniËive, sensory, perceptual-motor, and physiological and biochemical

measures were employed. This research, though it confirmed most of the

McGill findings and extended the range of the phenomena, indicated that

Ëhe observed effecLs r¡rere much more complex in naËure than was first

belíeved. For example, conËrary to expectaËÍons, numerous instances of

both improvements as well as impairments in cogniËive and sensory perform-

ance \^7ere reported, the specific effects being largely dependent upon the

particular measures employed. fn the second stage, the orientation of

Ëhe research was Ëowards greater methodological rigor emphasÍzÍng the use

of conËro1 baselines and more refined measurement Ëechniques. This work



served the useful purpose of checking on the validity of the earlier

resulËs.

Since Ëhese Ëwo early stages produced findings, many of which

seemed to defy any satisfactory theoretíca1 explanations, aËLempts r¡/ere

next made Ëo clarify their nature by Ëhe performance of parametric

studies. In this third stage, an appraisal was made of the specific role

of the numerous variables involved in the complex sensory deprivation

siËuation e.g., social isolation, confÍnement, recumbency, the subjectrs

experimental set or expactancy, duration of isolation, and the individual

contribution of Ëhe various deprived sense modaliEies. This research

clearly indícated that many of the classic phenomena could be produced by

physical confinement or sensory restriction, either alone or in combina-

tion. Social isolation per se was relatively unimportant. Furthermore,

it was demonstrated that duration of isolation may be a critical variable

e.g., performance on a parËicular task might be eíther impaired or

improved depending upon when Ëhe measurements were Ëaken.

The final or current sËage is characterized by a change in orienta-

Ëion arvay from viewing sensory deprivation as an area of investigation to

a realízation that it is a very versatile and useful tool or technique

whích can be used by many kinds of specialists for investigating partícular

problems or topics. This "nev¡ looktrcan best be íllusLrated by reference

to thro major projects which are currently being conducted at the University

of Manitoba. The first of Ëhese pertains Ëo the investigation of inter-

sensory effects, a topic wÍth a long history of inconclusive and conËra-

dictory findings (Ryan, I94O; Iondon, 1954). In this research, subjecËs
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T,^rho r^rere exposed Ëo visual deprÍvaËion alone for a duraËion of one week

showed a signÍfÍcant increase Ín cutaneous, audiËory, olfactory, and

gustatory sensítívíty, effects whÍch persisted for several days afËer Ëhe

restoraËion of normal vision (see Zubek, I969a for review). This

research, indicating that understinmlation in one modality may be compens-

ated for in another modality, is of considerable Ëheoretical imporËance

sínce it provides experimenËal support for Schultz ts (L965 ) sensoristatic

model of the nervous system.

The second project is concerned wiËh sËudying Ëhe nature of intra-

modal effects, a topic about which very 1iËtle is known. In this work,

the objective Ís to determine the functional staËus of the vÍsua1 modal-

ity per se when Ít is deprived of vísua1 stímrlation for a prolonged

period of time. I,üil1 its performance shov¡ an improvemenË similar to that

observed in the non-deprived modalities?. Tt Ís this latter topic which

is being investigated in this thesis. However, in conËrast to the previous

Manitoba research which employed a monocular deprivaËion ËechnÍque the

presenË experiment will :utiLÍze a condition of binocular deprivation.



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL BACKGROUM

For organizatíonal purposes, this review of the literature will be

presented under two main headíngs. The first will be concerned r¿ith an

overview of a series of recenL sËudies Ín which the critical flicker

frequency (CFF) r^ras measured after various durations of monocular depriv-

ation. The second section will describe Lhe relatively limited literature

on the effects of binocular deprívatÍon on the CFF.

Effect of þnocular Deprivation on the CFF

Although the technique of monocular deprivation has been used for

many years by ophthalmologÍsts (e"g., Adler, 1962; Lyle & trrlyber, L967) ín

the treatmenË of such visual disorders as strabisnms and amblyopia,

partícu1ar1y in young children, virtually no experimenËaI research has

been directed at determiníng the nature of visual sensitÍvity in the non-

occluded eye. hlÍll Ëhis eye show a compensatory improvement in acuity as

a result of prolonged disuse of the oûher eye or will some other type of

effect be produced? Ir an aÈtempË Ëo throw some light on this question,

a series of sËudíes have been conducted at the University of Manitoba in

r.¡hich the CFF, a measure of temporal visual acuiËy (Geldard, L972), was

determined in adult subjects, with normal vision, at periodic intervals

duríng both short and long periods of monocular deprivaËíon.

The main objective of Experiment I (Bross & Zubek, 1972) was Ëo

determine the changes in Ëhe CFF after prolonged visual deprivation of the

dominant eye. In Ëhis sËudy, 28 male universiËy students r^/ere subdivided
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into an experimental and control group, each containing 14 subjects. The

experimental subjects r¡/ere required to live, in groups of Lwo, for a

period of one week in a large windowless room (3.66 m x 14.02 m) whÍch

was furnished wíth sofas, chairs, study desks, and contained such facÍ1-

ities as a radío, televisíon seL, varÍous games, and reading material of

their choice. During the entire period, the subjects \.{7ore a black opaque

mask over the dominant eye. Periodic checks Trere made to ensure that

there \,ùere no light 1eaks. The control subjecËs, on the other hand, were

noË confined to these rrapartment-likerr quarters, but merely came to the

laboratory on tr,ro occasions, a week apart.

A 15-minuËe period of dark adaptatíon T¡/as imposed upon both groups

of subjects prior to the CFF determinations which were taken before and

afËer one week. The sËirmrlus consisted of a vrhiËe light, at an initial

flicker frequency above fusíon, which vras presented monocularly. The

angular subtense of the centrally fixated stimulus was 2010t , a value

assuring fu11 foveal stimulation. The descending method of limits was

used, the subjectsr task being to report the firsË indication of flicker.

The results revealed no statistically significant pre-post differ-

ences in the mean CFF of eiËher eye of the control group or of the

occluded eye of the experimenËals. However, Ëhe nonoccluded eye showed a

significant improvement oÍ.2.47 cps (p <.001). Furthermore, all of the

experimental subjects showed an improvement in visual performance, with

the individual gains ranging from 0.87 to 5.62 cps.

Experiment II, employing 10 experimental and 10 control subjects,

\¡ras a replication of the first except that Ëhe non-dominant or weaker eye
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Ì^7as occluded for a week (Bross & Zubek, 7972). AgaÍn, the results indic-

at.ed no change in either eye of the controls or in Ëhe occluded eye of

the experimenËa1 group. A mean improvemenË, however, of 1.84 cps (p < .01)

was observed in the nonoccluded eye. All subjects, buÈ one, sho\,üed the

effect with the individual gains ranging from 0.87 to 4.50 cps. Thus,

essentially similar results were obtained regardless of which eye vüas

occluded.

Since in the two earlier studies Ëhe CFF measurements \,rere restrict-

ed exclusively to the pre- and post-experimental period, a third study was

conducted whose purpose r,,zas to determine the temporal course of develop-

ment of this facilitatory phenomenon Ín the nonoccluded eye (Bross &

Zubek, L972). Sixteen experimental subjects (dominant eye occluded) and

the same number of controls were tested at intervals of 0, L/3, Ir 2r 3, 5,

and 7 days, each session beÍng preceded by 15 minuËes of dark adaptation.

Relative to the control subjects who showed no changes in the CFF, at any

duraÈÍon, the nonoccluded eye of the experimentals revealed a negatively

accelerating improvement in visual performance as a function of increasing

duration of monocular deprÍvation. Furthermore, significant differences

beËween the two groups \¡rere obtained at all durations (pt" (.001 ), except

at 0 and 8 hours.

The purpose of Experiment N, ín which the duration of monocular

deprivation r¡ras extended to 14 days and a 14-day follow-up period was

introduced, was two-fold (Zubek & Bross, L973a)" FirsË, will the perform-

ance of the nonoccluded rye contÍnue to improve during the second week or

will it begin Ëo declíne Ëowards the baseline, an effect which might occur
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as a result of the subject rs adaptation to the novelty of the experiment-

al condiËion? Second, what is the durat.ion of the after-effects following

Ëermination of Lhe monocular deprivation condition?

The CFF of the nonoccluded eye of the experimental subjects v/as

determined at intervals of 0, 1, 31 5, 7r 9r 11, and 14 days of monocular

deprÍvation (dominant eye). Subsequently, the black patch was rernoved

and the subjects r¡rere permitted to go home. Hourever, they were required

to return to the laboratory periodically for follow-up tests, the CFF

being taken from the same test eye on posË-deprivaËion days 1, 3, 5, 7,

and 14. A group of I non-confined control subjects r'rere tested concurrently

during the 2B-day períod. The results indicated a negatively accelerat.ing

íncrease in the CFF of the nonoccluded eye during the first 7 days, thus

confirming Ëhe results of Experiment IïI, a plateau from days 7 to 9, and

finally a rrstep-liketr increment of approximately 1 cps on day 11, an

increment that v/as maintained at this higher plateau on day 14" Further-

more, after the termínatíon of monocular deprivaËion, the magniËude of the

interocular improvement gradually decreased wÍth time. However, it r,zas

sti1l evidenË Ëo some degree 14 days 1aËer, indicating that Ëhis facilíta-

Ëory phenomenon is of a long-lasting nature" On the other hand, the CFF

of the corresponding eye of the control subjects showed no changes during

Ëhe enLire 28-day tesË period"

In vÍew of this unusual Ëemporal pattern, the CFF of the occluded

eye Ín eighÈ additional subjects rras measured during and after 14 days of

monocular deprivation, particularly to determine r¿hether a compensatory

decrease or depression of the CFF of Ëhe occluded eye might occur during
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days 11 to L4, the interval which displayed the rrstep-likerr improvement

in performance of the nonoccluded eye. In this sËudy, no changes in CFF

were observed at any test period either during or after Ëhe termination

of monocular deprivatíon. These results, togeËher with Ëhose obËained in

Experiments I and II, clearly indicate that the CFF performance of the

occluded eye is not affected by prolonged periods of visual deprivation.

This demonstration, in four experÍments, of a signÍficant increase

in the CFF of the nonoccluded eye is puzz1-íng in the light of some

apparently contradicËory results reported by A1len (L923) and Hollenberg

(L924). After placing a black patch over the left eye for 3 hours, A1len

measured the CFF of the right eye and then compared the results with those

derived from the same subject when his left eye \^ras not occluded. The

results indicated a decrease in the CFF of the nonoccluded eye, relative

to the conËrol condition, for 15 different tesË stimuli ranging from 410

mu to 750 mu. These data were subsequently confirmed by A1 lents assistarì.t,

Hollenberg G924), Unfortunately, in neiËher sLudy was Ëhe occluded eye

tested nor r¡ras a deprivation duration longer than 3 hours employed.

Experiment V was conducted in an attempt to resolve these contra-

dictory resulËs and, in particular, Ëo ascertain the possibility that

bríef durations of monocular deprivation may decrease the CFF and long

durations result in an increase, a finding which could reconcile the two

sets of data. In this study (Zubek & Bross, 1972), a black patch was

placed over Lhe dominant eye of 15 experimental subjects for a period of

24 hours. The CFF of the nonoccluded eye hras then determined at intervals

of 0, 3, 6, 9r 15, and 24 hours of monoculae deprivation. These results
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ü/ere Ëhen compared r¿ith those obtained from the corresponding eye (non-

dominant) of 15 controls r,rho were confÍned lor 24 hours in the same

rraparLment-liketr quarters as were the experÍmentals, thus ensuring Ëhe same

environmental and díetary condiËions for both groups of subjects. Subse-

quently, another group of 9 subjecËs lias added for the purpose of studying

the changes in the occluded eye which previously had not been tested.

Although there \¡7ere no changes in the CFF of the occluded eye at

any test period, the CFF of the nonoccluded eye showed a significant

decrease at both 3 and 6 hours, thus confirming the 5O-year old results

of Al1en and Hollenberg, a reversal to\^7ards the baseline at t hours, and

finally a significant irì.crease at 24 hours, a finding consÍstent with

ExperÍments ïII and fV. No changes in CFF r¡rere present in the confíned

control subjects. Further research indicated that ËhÍs unusual interocular

effect, which is referred to as the ttdepression-enhancementrr or D-E

phenomenon, is also present in the dominant, nonoccluded eye, its temporal

paËtern is not affected by the use of 30 raLher than 15 minutes of dark

adaptation, and finally, Ít can be obtained even when the subject is awake

durÍng Ëhe enËire 24-hour períod.

The purpose of the final experiment (Zubek & Bross,I973b) r,aas to

deËermine whether the D-E phenomenon resulted from an absence of patËerned

vision or whether it was due to an absence of visual stimulation per se.

(The darkness condition involves both variables.) In this 3-day study,

employing 14 experimental and 14 confined conËro1 subjects, a white t,rans-

lucent patch was placed over one eye, Ëhus producing a Ganzf.eld- like

condition of diffuse, homogeneous illuminaËion. The CFF of the nonoccluded
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eye of the experímentals and the corresponding eye of the controls was then

measured at intervals of 0, 3, 6,9, L5,24r 48, and 72 hours. No signi-

ficant differences betr¡een the two groups \,rere obtained at any temporal

period. Furtherqore, no trend towards either a depression or an enhance-

menË of Ëhe CFF in the nonoccluded eye was observed. Negative results

r¡/ere also obtained ín a follor^7-up study in which the occluded eye was

tested during a 3-day period. Thus, Ëhe results of ExperÍmenË VI indicated

Ëhat Ëhe D-E phenomenon resulted from an absence of visual sËirnulaËion

raËher than an absence of patËern vision, a finding of considerable theo-

retícal importance.

fn an atËempt to provide a physiological explanation of this

unusual D-E phenomenon, Zubek and Bross (L972) have proposed that rriËs

unusual tÍme course, togeËher wiËh the persisËence of Ëhe phenomenon for

many days, suggests the disturbance of some interocular mechanism in the

hígher levels of the visual system" trrle believe that prolonged monocular

deprivaLion may be producing changes in certain areas of the primary

sensory sysËem, changes similar to the denervation supersensitivity Ëhat

occurs in the higher neural cenËers aft.er partial surgical deafferentation

at lower 1evels of the central nervous system (Cannon & RosenblueËh, 1949;

Stavraky, L96I). For example, Spiegel and Szekely (1955) reported that

lesions in Ëhe posËeroventral nucleus of the thalarm¡s (relay nucleus for

touch) are followed, afËer an iniËial períod of depressíon of the somes-

Ëhetic corËex, by a hyperexciËability of this region" (More than a cenËury

ago, Marshall Hal1 (1841) observed that rrthe first effect of injury done

to Ëhe nervous system is a diminution of its functions, whilst the second

or ulterior effecË is the augmentaËion of these funcËionsrr.) Occlusion of
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one eye, Ëherefore, may be producing a sËaËe of Ëempory partial deafferent-

ation of the visual sysËem, a condition that is reflecLed behaviorally in

the production of our CFF phenomenon. However, in contrast to surgically

induced deafferentaËion, this deafferentation i.s funcËional, t.hat is, iË

is produced by depriving the normal, intact organism of some of iËs

accustomed visual experience orr

rIlhis hypothesis is consistenË wiLh Sharpless's (1964) revision

of the Lar¿ of Denervation (Cannon & Rosenblueth, L949), which has as its

main Ëhesis that supersensitivity results from prolonged disuse of neural

pathways" Sharpless sËates, rbisuse may be the resulË of drugs, privation

of sensory experience, or, most coumonly, injury produced by severence of

nervous paËhways. Further, he states that supersensitivity is a compensa-

Lory process that occurs as a consequence of a radical and sustained change

in the 1evel of input to an excitable structure (p. L047).tl

If, as has been suggested, the D-E phenomenon falls in the same

general category as the supersensitivity effecËs r¡hich resulÈ from partial

surgical deafferenËation of lower sensory systems, one would predÍct that

it should not occur during binocular deprivation, a condiËion representing

total functional deafferentaËion of the visual modality. This predícËion

will be tested in this thesis"

Effect of Binocular Deprivation on the CFF

A survey of the literature indicates that mosË of the studíes

per¡aining to changes in Èhe CFF during binocular deprívation have employ-

ed a condi¡ion of perceptual deprivation (PD), a condiËÍon in which the

subject is not only visually deprived (by the use of translucent goggles)

but is also exposed to a const,ant whiËe noise and a reductíon in the
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amount of cutaneous and kinestheËic stÍmulation.

trr the earliest of these studies, conducËed at McGill Uníversity,

no significant changes in the CFF were observed during 3 days of PD

(Doane, et al., 1959). Similar negative results have been reported after

2 to 6 hours of PD (LeÍderman, 1962) and after 14 days of PD (Zubek, 1964).

The only contrary result has been reporËed by the Japanese investigator

Nagatsuka (1965) who observed a significant decrease (poorer visual

acuíty) in the CFF after 24 hours of PD. Thís latter finding, however,

is questionable since a subsequent replicat,ion at the same laboraLory

faíled to find any change in CFF (Kikuchi et al., 1969)"

On the basis of Ëhese PD results it would appear Ëhat neíther short

nor long durations of binocular deprivation affecË Ëhe CFF. This conclu-

sion, however, is open to question since the data were derived from a

procedure employing rmrltimodal deprÍvation raËher than visual deprivaËion

alone. Furthergrore, an examination of Ëhese studies reveals that the CFF

was always administered as part of a lengthy battery of tests, thus raising

the possibility of order and interactÍon effects.

Only two sËudies have investigated the effects of binocular depriv-

at.ion alone on the CFF. Unfortunately, the results appear to be conLra-

dicËory. In the first, conducted at Manitoba, Duda (1965) determined the

CFF in 15 subjects before and after 7 days of darkness. No signifícanË

pre-posË difference r¡zas obtained. A group of 15 non-confined controls,

tested concurrently, also shor¿ed no change in the CFF. In contrast to

Ëhese negatÍve results, Gibby, Gibby and Townsend (I970) recently reported

an íncrease in the CFF after a very brief period of binocular deprivaËion.
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In Ëhis study 60 volunteers r/'rere subdivided equally ínto two experimental

and one control group. Experimental group I was exposed Ëo 3 hours of a

Ganzfeld-1ike condition of díffuse, homogeneous illumination (translucent

goggles) whíle experimental Group II was kept in darkness (opaque goggles)

for the same duratÍ.on. The data índicated thaË both experimental condi-

tions produced a significant íncrease in the CFF, and of approximately the

same magnitude, 3 hours later" The control group showed no change.

One possible explanation of these apparently contradictory results

is ËhaÈ an initial compensatory improvement in the CFF may occur shortly

after the onset of binocular deprivation and Ëhen gradually dissÍpaËe with

time such that by 7 days (Dudars testing time) no facilitatory effecË is

evident. Some support for Ëhis interpretation is provided in the sensory

deprivaLion literature where several instances of differential 'rtíme"

effecËs have been reported (see Zubek, I969a). For example, Vernon et a1.

(1959) demonstrated a significant improvement on a mirror tracing task aË

48 hours but not at 24 or 72 hours of binocular deprivation and silence.

llowever, because of several serious methodological defíciencies in the

Gibby study,'which will be described 1ater, this investigation is open to

ques t ion "

Although Ít would appear from thís review of the literature that

the CFF probably will not be affected by binocular deprivation períods of

several days or longer, considerable uncertainËy pertains to the effects of

durations from 3 to 24 hours. As has been noËed, increases, decreases, as

v¡ell as no changes in the CFF have all been reported. In view of the

inconclusive nature of this literaËure, it was felt that a sËudy should be
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conducted Ëo determine the changes in the CFF during 7 days of bínocular

deprivation, the tests being administered at durations similar to those

employed at. Ëhe various laboratories, e.8., at 3 and 6 hours and at 1, 3,

and 7 days" In addition, since the previous experiments have employed

darkness as well as diffuse, homogeneous illumínaËion, both of these con-

ditions will be used in this sËudy.



CHAPTER III

EXPER]MENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

Method

Sub i ect s

The subjects \nrere 36 male uníversiËy students who volunteered to

vtear a blindfold over both eyes for a period of one week. They were

subdivided into two experimental and one confinement control group, each

containing 12 subjects. All of the volunteers received financial renun-

eraËíon for their participatÍon in the experiment.

The subjecLs v/ere required to 1ive, in groups of two, for 7 days,

in a furnished windowless room (3.45 m x 2 "77 m) which cont,ained a small

sofa, chaÍrs, tln7o sleeping mattresses, a radio, and brightly colored

pictures on the walls. They were free Ëo move about theÍr living quarters

and were encouraged to converse with each oLher and to listen to the radio

in the daytime and evening. Furthermore, they were provided with meals

in their room and were allowed approximately B hours of sleep each night.

During Ëhe entire period, one of the experimenËal groups l^7ore a

black opaque mask over both eyes while the other \^rore a v¡hite translucent

mask which produceð a Ganzf.eld-like condiËion of diffuse, unpaËterned

vision. The average illuminat,ion under the white mask, at sÍËËing height,

r¡ras approximately 20 ft. candles. Periodíc checks r¡Iere made Ëo ensure

that there r^rere no light leaks. The vision of the confinement control

group vras not resËricted. Hor¿ever, Ëo provide a living condiLion somewhat

similar to that of the two experimenËal groups, they rüere not perniËËed
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to read.

Test Procedure

All subjects were required to reporË to the laboratory on the

evening before the confínement period began" This pre-confinement pro-

cedure not only acquainted the subjecËs with the personnel, regulations,

nature of Lhe living quarters, and the test procedure itself but it also

ensured that all of the subjects received approximaËely the same amounË

of sleep prior to the start of the acËual experiment on Ëhe following

morning.

The monocular CFF of each subject was determined at intervals of

0, 3, 6,9,15,24,48r 72, L20, and 168 hours, each of Ëhe ten test ses-

sions being preceded by 20 mínuËes1 of bincoular dark adaptation and a

meal or a a snack accompanied by a sl¡reet chocolate bar (to control for pos-

sible effects of changes in blood sugar level on the CFF)" Since the

subject.s wearing Ëhe blabk mask were in constanË darkness for the enLire

7-day duraËion, Ëhe dark adapËation procedure was only necessary at the

beginnÍng of Ëhe experimenË (0 hours). The experiment began ín the morn-

ing with Ëhe measuremenËs being taken between 9:00 a.m. and 10:15 a.m.

The subjecËs r¡rere Ëested in a constant order r¿íth each subjecËrs Ëesting

Ëime not varying by more Ëhan 5 minutes on the successive occasions. The

measurements vlere taken in a room adjacent to the living quarters.

1¿- ZO- rather than the usual l5-minuËe period of dark adaptation r¡las

employed in order to conform to Ëhe longer duration employed by Gibby et
aI. (1970). This difference, however, is unimporËant since previous
research has indicated Ëhat Ëhe D-E phenomenon ís noË affected by dark
adaptation periods ranging from 15 Ëo 30 minuËes.
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The sËirmrlus consisted of a white light, at an initial flicker

frequency above fusion, which \¡ras presented monocularly by a cold cathode

modulating lamp (Sylvania, Ëype Rl131c; craLer diameter = 0.236 mm) mount-

ed at the rear of a standard viewing chamber (T,afayette, model L202c)"

The angle subtended by Ëhe cenËrally fixaËed sËinnrlus was 2010t, a value

assuring fu11 foveal stirntilation. The flicker generating apparatus

(Grason-SËad1er, model 8622) was seË at a light-dark ratio of 0.50 and a

lamp current reading of 22"6 rri,L. Eight trials, each separated by a

S-second inËer-Ërial inËerval, were present.ed to Ëhe dominant eye of one-

half of the subjects and to the non-dominant or weaker eye of the oËher

ha1f. Thedescending method of limits was used, the subjectrs Ëask being

Ëo report the firsË indicaËion of a flickeríng sensaËion. The arithmetic

mean of these I trials was Ëaken as the descending CFF threshold for each

subj ecË.

Visual dominance r,vas determined by a special viewing device--Ëhe

R.O" Gulden 17. Since the daËa Índicated Ëhe presence of a similar pro-

portion of right-eye and lefË-eye dominanË subjects ín all three grouPs '
the results from the two eyes ürere pooled for purposes of staËistical

analys is 
"

Resu 1 ts

Figure I sunrnarizes the resulËs obtained from the tr¡7o experimenÈal

and one confined control group. It can be seen that Ëhe CFF performance

of Ëhe three groups of subjects is similar at all ten test periods.

Furthermore, in neither experimenËal group is Ëhere any suggesËion of a

trend toward decreased performance aË 3 and 6 hours or a trend toward
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improvement at 24 hours or later, a Ëemporal patËern characteristic of the

D-E phenomenon. Furthermore, thÍs visual impression ís confirmed by an

analysis of vari.ance (mixed design for repeated measures, Myers, Lg66)

which revealed no significant between-group effects, between-duraËion

effects, or interaction effecËs (see Table I)"

TABIE I

Summary of Analysis of Variance, Mixed Design

Source I4SSSdf

Group

Error 1

Duration

2 15 "9464 7 .9732 < 1 n. s.

33 3139 "9966 95.15L4

9 0.3580 0.0398 < 1 n.s.

Group x Duration 18 0.6056 0.0336 < 1 n.s"

Error 2 297 118.4311 0.3988
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CHAPTER W

D ISCUSS ION

The results of this study indicate that visual performance, as

measured by the CFF, is not affected aË any temporal period during one

week of binocular deprivation. This was found to be true regardless of

whether darkness or a Ganzfeld-like condíËion of homogeneous illuminati.on

was employed"

These negative results are consistent with virtually all of the

studies which have previously investigated the effect of visual depriva-

tion on the CFF. They are consistent with Ëhe perceptual deprivation (PD)

experimenËs of Leiderman (1962), KÍkuchi et a1. (1969), Doane et al.

(1959), and Zubek (L964), all of which failed to demonsErate any signifi-

canË changes in Ëhe CFF after 2 to 6 hours, as well as 1, 3, and 14 days

of bínocular deprivation and constanË white noíse. They are also consi.st-

ent with the series of Manitoba studies in which the CFF of the occluded

eye Tüas not altered by various duraËions (3 hours to 14 days) of either

darkness or homogeneous illuminaËion. Fina1ly, these results confirm

Dudars (1965) finding that a one-week duration of binocular deprivation

alone (darkness ) has no effecË on the CFF as measured at Ëhe end of the

experimental period. In addition, they extend his negatíve finding to

include the condiËion of homogeneous illumination.

However, the failure in this study to demonstraLe a significant

increase in the CFF after 3 hours of eÍther darkness or a Gat'lzfeld condi-

tion is contrary to the results obtained by Gíbby, Gibby, and Townsend
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(1970) in theír binocular deprivation experiment. These ínvestigators

reported a significant i.ncrease of 2"2 cps after 3 hours of a Ganzfeld

condition and an increase of 1.8 cps after a similar duraËion of darkness.

No sígnificanË difference in the CFF r¿as observed in the control group.

Hor¿ever, an examination of the procedure employed by Gibby eË a1. reveals

two serious methodological deficiencies whích may account for these

apparently contradictory results "

First, rather Ëhan employing a sËandard and cusLomary viewing

chamber Ëhe investigators required their subjects to observe the CFF test

sËinurlus from a reclining couch locaËed 3.05 meËers from the light source.

Under such a vÍ.ewing condition it is difficult to keep constant such

important variables as locus of retinal stinulation, head movements, and

leve1 of illuminatíon all of which are known to effect the CFF (Brown,

L965). It is possible, therefore, thaË thís lack of conËrol over the

Ëesting environmenË may have acted in some systematic manner to produce

the reported resulËs.

A second, and perhaps more important methodological deficiency

pertains to the inadvertent inËroduction of silence into the treatment of

the two experimenËal groups. In this study, the procedure was such that

all three groups were tesËed at t\^7o sessions, one week apart. The initial

or pre-session was the same for all subject.s and consisted of 20 minutes

of dark adaptation and the administration of the CFF as well as several

audítory tests. This same procedure was then repeated on the post-session

a week later buË only for Èhe control group. On Ëhe oËher hand, the two

experimental groups were required to rn/ear padded earphones for a 3-hour
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period in additíon to being exposed Ëo the same duratÍon of darkness or

Ëhe Ganzfeld condition. (It is important to note that in the initial

session the earphones r¡rere only worn during the brief period required to

administer the auditory measures") Furthermore, the experimenters refrain-

ed from talking to the subjects durÍng theÍr second sessi.on. Thus, it is

evident from Ëhe procedure employed that an inadvertent conditíon of

relaËive silence of 3 hours duration \^ras added to Ëhe binocular depriva-

tion situation. It is conceivable, therefore, that the presence of

auditory deprivaËion in both experimental groups was the factor responsible

for producing their superior CFF performance. Some support'for thÍs

hypoËhesis has recently been provided in an unpublished Manitoba study in

which silence per se was shovm to produce a significant increase in the

CFF.

A third possible explanation unrelated, however, to Gibbyrs exper-

i.mental procedure pertains to the operation of a differentía1 expectancy

or set ín Ëhe subjects of the two studies. Some evídence for the importance

of this variable has been provided by Zubek, Shephard, and }tllsteÍn (L970)

who reported that the magnitude of EEG changes (slowing of the alpha wave

activity of Ëhe brain) observed during sensory isolation appears to be

related to what the subjects are told beforehand as to the expected dura-

tion of the experiment. Since in the Gibby study the subjecËs were told

in advance that Lhe duration would be only 3 hours r¿hi1e in the present

experíment they knew it would be one week, it is evident that the expecË-

ancy or set of the two groups of subjecËs T^/as different. In an attempt to

determine r,¡hether this particular variable could possibly account for the
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contradictory resulËs, Harper and Zubek recently completed a study (unpub-

lished) in which the CFF was determined in 14 experÍmental subjects before

and afËer 3 hours of binocular deprivation (darkness) and in 14 confined

control subjecËs over the same tesË period (their expectancy, Ëherefore,

vüas the same as in the Gibby study). Each deËermination of the CFF r¿as

preceded by 20 minutes of dark adaptaËion, a duration similar to that

employed by Gibby. However, unlÍ-ke his procedure a standard vÍewing

chamber was again employed" The results revealed a decrease of 0.34 cps

in the experimental group and an Íncrease of 0.08 cps in the controls. An

analysis of variance indicated Ëhat the results were not statistically

s ignificant.

On Ëhe basis of the negaËive results obtained in this follow-up

sËudy, together wiËh the presence of the Ëwo methodological deficiencies

ín the Gibby experiment, it ís probably safe to conclude that thís ísolated

insËance of superior CFF performance resulted from some experimenËal

art ífacË.

Finally, the results of this experiment are importanË in three

maín respects" First, they have conclusively demonstraËed that perform-

ance on the CFF is noË affected by various durations of binocular depriva-

tÍon involvÍng either darkness or homogeneous illuminaËion, a fínding

about r¿hich there vrere some doubts" Second, since Ëhe D-E phenomenon r¡ras

not observed, as predicted, during toËal visual deprivation, further

evidence has been provided to supporE Zubek and Bross ts hypoËhesis that

Ëhis unusual visual effect fal1s in the same general category as the

denervation supersensiËivíty phenomena which are known Lo occur af.tet
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partial surgícal deafferentation of the lower primary sensory systems"

Third, thís experimenË as well as the previous ones on monocular depriva-

Ëion raÍ.se the importanË quesËion as to whether the specific resulËs r,vhich

have been obtained to date are dependenE upon the use of the CFF, a

measure of temporal visual acuity or the resolving povrer of the eye, or

whether Ëhey can also be obtained with other Ëypes of visual tasks which

do not involve intermitËanË stimulaËion e"9., various measures of spatial

visual acuity (Vernier acuity, T,andolË ring, etc.) and brighËness discrim-

ínatÍon. Future research along these lines would be useful, parËicular1y

in determining the specificiËy or generaliËy of Ëhe D-E phenomenon.
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TABLE I

Experimental Group I (Darkness Condition): Mean CFF at Ten Temporal PerÍods
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TABI,E II

Experimental Group II (Ganzfeld CondiEion):
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No

TABiE III

Confined ConËro1 Group: Mean CFF at Ten Temporal Periods
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40"375 39.500

Duration (Hours)
ls 24

11

12

45 "L25

38. 25 0

39. 000

45 .7 50

4s .5 00

46 "7 s0

42.000

47.000

4I.87 5

42.500

43.87 5

39. 500

Mean

45.t25

44.7 s0

42.500

4L.87 s

47.500

42 "000

47 "000

4s.375

45.r2s

38.750

37.875

40.37 s

45.250 45. 000

4s.625 4s.87s

37 .37s 38.37s

38.Lzs 38.500

38. B7s 39 "750

43.L04

t+8

45 .37 5

43.7 50

42 "500

42.L25

47.500

4r "7 s0

47 "250

43.094

72

45.000

42 .87 5

43.37s

42.250

47 "2s0

4t.875

47 .250

120

43.t04

45.Lzs

42 "750

43 "250

4L.L25

47.37s

4r"7s0

47.37s

46.2s0

4s.62s

39.L25

37 "62s

40.000

168

43.Ls6

44.87 s

37.37s

39.Lzs

45.500

45"875

47 "r25

42.500

47.37s

41. 000

44 "000

42.r25

40.000

46" 000 46.rzs

45.L25 45.62s

38" 250 38. 37s

37 "62s 37.625

40.r25 40.2s0

43.0s2 43.188 43. 1 ls 43"rs6 43.LLs 43.073
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